Appendix - II

RAO ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION TEST

Twenty incomplete sentences are given below. Two possible alternatives A and B are given to each sentence. You have to indicate the alternative which you prefer.

1. I enjoy reading
   A. a comic book
   B. a book of adventure

2. As a student I like to be called
   A. a well dressed student in my class
   B. an intelligent student in my class

3. When I grow up I want
   A. to do something which others have not done
   B. to lead a comfortable life

4. As a doctor I want
   A. to be a well known surgeon
   B. to make a lot of money

5. During the holidays, I want
   A. to visit my friends and relatives
   B. to print or write a story or a poem

6. While answering in the examination, I am
   A. at finishing before time
   B. at answering better than my classmates

7. I want to become rich
   A. by earning money by hard working
   B. by winning a prize in the lottery

8. I take pride
   A. in standing first in my class
   B. in helping poor students

9. It is my nature
   A. to take life easy
   B. to undertake difficult tasks
10. I have a tendency
   A. to work on a task till it is completed
   B. to change the task if I get bored

11. I want to study well
   A. to avoid blame from my parents
   B. to excel others in my class

12. As a civil engineer, I would like
   A. to construct a model building in my town
   B. to grow rich and buy a car

13. After 10 years I will be
   A. earning a lot of money
   B. a well known person in my job

14. As a student I would like
   A. to study for my future career
   B. to visit different places in the world

15. I feel very unhappy
   A. when someone knocks away my purse
   B. when I fail to do my best in the exam

16. I want to do something
   A. which will make me wealthy
   B. which others can hardly do

17. Generally I make friends
   A. with those who are intelligent
   B. with those who are clean & neat

18. I feel upset
   A. when I am blamed
   B. when I am fail to succeed

19. I feel my success depends
   A. upon my hard work
   B. upon my parents & relatives

20. I want to practice hockey everyday
   A. so that I may be selected for the Olympic games
   B. so that I may keep myself fit and healthy.